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Moving Images at Rutgers

 30 libraries spread all over the state

 20K titles in 5 libraries on 5 campuses, but mostly in the 
Media Center (New Brunswick)

 Variety of formats, platforms, restrictions, etc.

 Discovery tools scattered

 Where a title is listed can be a function of subject, 
provenance, authorship, acquisition workflow

 Record displays



The Libraries at a Crossroads

 Staff changes

 forthcoming changes to cataloging rules and 
systems

 proliferation of streaming video

Comments can make a difference 
in transforming video cataloging, availability, and use





 Range of classes: intro surveys to smaller scale 
seminars and production courses

 Using clips short docs, feature films from the library, 
her own personal collection, YouTube & other 
online videos 

 Teaching research methods and how to effectively 
incorporate video in ethnographic field work, using 
her own research footage as example



 Increase media literacy

 Pedagogical tool to explain abstract concepts

 Reclaim lapsed attention in very long class sessions

 Bring distinguished lecturers into the classroom



 Cinema studies

 Analogy with art

 Studying film as film, not used as media adjuncts to 
primary course of study

 Classical tradition

 Need for artifacts



The Survey

 17 questions

 Media Center (300) contacts 

 Other faculty (via library liaisons)

 250 completed the survey



Literature review

 Sheppard (2003)  

 Lack of metadata

 Technical issues

 Barford and Weston (1997)

 Selection & acquisition independent, individualistic

 Confusion as to stewardship of resources



Literature review

 Intelligent Television (2009)

 Accelerating demand

 Faculty thwarted by technological, legal, other 
barriers

 Librarians and faculty eager to collaborate

 Library Trends (1967, 1971, 1985, 2010)

 Metadata, rights, budget, format changes, 
technology

“The more things change the more they stay the same”
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Frequency of Use (per academic year)
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Factors Influencing Frequency of Use

 Discipline

 Specific course topic

 More in undergraduate education

 Increase with class size and duration

 General increase



Types Used (by Discipline)

 Social sciences & humanities – documentaries, 
fictional films, “locally produced video from 
YouTube and similar”

 Communication Studies – news and TV edges out 
fiction

 Sciences – more reliance on research video and 
footage documenting a process or activity

likely far and away the richest source of footage



Sources for Identifying Titles
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Sources for Obtaining Titles
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Most video content is not coming from library collections



Discovery Issues

 Many are unaware of the Libraries moving images 
collections and services

 50% “not sure where all the Rutgers Libraries’ 
films/videos are listed” 

 many faculty don’t recognize the Library catalog as 
the primary discovery tool, or even a discovery tool, 
for the Libraries’ moving image collections 

confusion as to stewardship of the resources 



Preferred Formats

 VHS – for bookmarking and titles no 
longer available in current formats

 DVDs – for reliability

 Streaming  



Preferred Formats

“I will never pick up a DVD to use.  
That is like starting fire with flint stones.”



Streaming and Clips

 Class starter

 Introducing a topic

 Demonstrating a concept

 Saving precious classroom time

Use of clips puts the instructor in the driver’s seat.





Summarizing the Literature

 Exposes learners to problems, equipment, and 
events not easily demonstrated otherwise

 In language learning, offers the language’s culture 
content alongside the more traditional lexical and 
grammatical aspects 

 Addresses boredom and attention lapses



Summarizing the Literature

 Visually obtained information is more memorable 
than that obtained through listening

 Learner preferences differ

 Research findings conflict as to moving images’ 
contribution to understanding and retention, 
however …

Words and images together are “a powerful team.”



Rutgers Faculty Use of Moving Images

 Impact

 Timeliness

 Immediacy

 Communal learning experience



Rutgers Faculty Use of Moving Images

“It makes all the difference in 
their learning and retention.”   



Balseros



Occupy Wall Street



Noam Chomsky



Capturing and Sustaining Attention

 Variety in instructional delivery

 “An immediate common experience that we all 
have in the same room”

 Students “seem to feel empowered to analyze” 
visual information more readily than verbal 
information

“Nothing engages students in the classroom 
more than moving images.”



Furthering Understanding & Discussion

Moving images are a way, “against all odds,” 
to make a very large class become interactive 

and collaboratively learn.”



A Pedagogical Tool

 Not a supplement to the lecture and readings, but a 
specific, selected medium of learning.

 “extremely useful in helping students understand 
complex issues”

 To explain and illustrate abstract theories, making 
them “more real and understandable” with clips

 Not detracting from intellectual development, but 
enriching and enhancing the subject matter



Advancing Media Literacy

 Access

 Analyze

 Evaluate

 Create messages

in a wide variety of media, genres, and forms



What Next?

 There are a lot of moving images out there

 They are extremely useful pedagogical tools

 They’re being used more and more

 Faculty aren’t finding them through library 
collections and services



What Next?

 Provide more outreach to raise awareness of library 
collections, tools, and services

 Better integrate moving image resources into 
bibliographic instruction and presentations

 Improve cataloging searching, retrieval, and 
navigation



Provide More Assistance

 Finding streaming content

 Facilitate use of clips

 Understanding associated IP rights

 Navigate the technology, infrastructure, and 
delivery issues



In Conclusion

Stake out our territory
Marshal our resources

Focus our efforts
Get the word out



Questions?


